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(M. ~'The, 4,4D) cockpit wasa dealigned a round figures
taj'er, from Wright A]: Development C'enter Tech-
nlca' Report 52-321, ANKTTROPOMFT RY OF
'1. Y'.\ "t PrALSONNE1.... .Amt'he A41) .ockpit ts
'1j's;irlcd tit',o f. ~rn I the me; su rtments of

95 ' p'orcenti~e. flvtng ptcrnonne', tLe di-
MFe1*30ft; rI2% g'en 'i the 951b per.zenflle .olUmn
sire -, e tn~vdlmum w~iei inswth which the
pilot(4? sikfl.RetV Cy the Aire rsil% 1ýI

Cockpit dimenialons rf id' mridels of Ngv-%,ir rI reairently In service have been
influenced by the WADC T~nc2Report 52-321 ,4' Other manufacturers, as well
as Douglas, hAve had to depend upon the anthropometric standards published In that
report because they conMtAuted th~e most. &utbor'tatve meatonrements applying to
American airmen, that were jv4.J-sble. HIowever- 'J July 1980 the Air Crew Equip-
ment Laboratory (AC E1 of '-he Nfj v,,! Al r Mate'i.;L) Centet issued a "Compilation of
Anthropometric Measures on 1. S. Navy Pilots, ' 61 sed upon a representative sam-
pling of 1190 Navy pilots f rom uperaiirng squcidrc."l-i ::23*ý. A conclusion in the ACEL
Report was that significan) d4Ffierenceq exitsed a(, ffr as N*avy pilots were concerned,
with regard to some of the more ;rnprorttnt dimenisions includ-.ng overall height.

Continuing study of Medic .j.. Otficer~s Rleports ,M0R i' of Naval Aircraft Accidents
has increasingly reiniftrvcd lie tiuslpicion that pt'Iot statuire in~ relation to cockpit dl-
mensions might be operu.ting ais a covertly contributing factor to a number of mishaps.

Figure 1 clearly demonstrates the strikinrg Ifferences ir stature between the WADC
standardization population And the Navy pilot population studied by the Air Crew Equip-
ment Laboratory. Navy pilots nve&-age more than an inch taller than the members of
the fstandard" population atround whose measurements the cockpits were designed.

*Presented at the Severity- Firat Arunu3l (Conention of the American Psychological
Association, Division of Military Pqvclholog,v7 Philadelphia, Pa., 4 September 1963.

**B~ehavioral &-lenrees IMvisloij, ACTC.-MCdIII(- Department, U. S. Naval Aviation
Safety Center, Norfo)U 11
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p Ot perc-ntile I. i mn.' represents, according to the Douglas Aircraft
Oh t maximum "with which the pilot can safely fly the aircraft." This value

aht12% of the Navy pilot-- who presumably, therefore, cannot safely
~� • 2� s• tre A8 Ibut one of several critical bodily dimensions involved

-fidhzr~tion. Others such as sitting height, leg 1e. tb, functional
I o fenece, etc., are beyond the scope of the preseLx .eport.

S•st nss tac, however, all have significant positive correlations with
uW ~r; ,•, If a pilot excbeds sale desiga limits in one dimenslo-, it is

"exTY b~k~yqih does so in a number of other dimensions as well. This
conIukfion undirscores the fact that any cut-off point such as "95th percentile'? can
difforatlat A "aWe" from ain "unsafe" man-cockplt combination only In terms of pro-
babilitT. hu the true milmation must be defined in terme of a gradient through which
the man-ockpit combination rbcomes in'creasingly inefficient the more it deviates from
the op•mm for any partl(tn:ur mndtvidua. The probiem parallels the more personal
one of demterin/ng one's b4ýtiL fi! m a ha-t sheoes o- racket. Moreover, an overly-tight
fit usaUy produces more sensory Irterferen'e thin one that is too loose.

Since cockpits have been built or the !As-s of tke WADC standards, and since Navy
pilots as a group considerably cxceed fihese sfand-irds does it not follow that, so far as
existing Alrcmrft are concerned, the tL311er •he pilot the greater his disadvantage? Con-
vertely, will the pilot whose budily dimersions correspond closely with the design speci-
floations of the cockpits enjoy rn advantage %hen P comes to adapting his posture and
muscular responses to the A iicraRl. t q eperittnu requtrements?

It Is &xpected thaL thebc i osidorutidons, if t Aid, w!"! be reflected in our MORs If the
latter are mmlned with resprec to the stari es of the pilots concerned. Moreover, (a)
enoe hIig=-performane c j :-jrcraft demand more of a pilot's capacity for split-second
response coordination, than do the slower propc,! er- driven models, and (b) since jet
cockpIts often are smaller than i8 the c-.se witCh mest propeller aircraft, it Is further
-Apected that tPal pilots will b-e av a greoter disudvantige in jeta than In propeller models.

The hypothzcs rhich we sMil. prueecd to test, ther, are the following-

()Tall Navy pilota wilU f ow a greater tendency than short ones to pilot-induced
accidents.

(2) ThLs tendency wil: lxo more pronounced with jet th-n with propeller driven
£aim1aft.

E of&e r eaentEki~

c:• • •n w; 2 • pioxs'Z. I se - c2:ý-nc•r all Navy and Marine pilota In
o:•a• iid f alircraft hvnnz; - s c•2w•czr2 1 July 1)058 and I Novembor 1001,
L 7J ~ factD was offlcially d-cs1znated as -- esatrluing c Jet acopyt

P!_ fýý-u Vi~ic liýDlir in mi.shaz-1with propellio-

g e: 'n~e a ffew Qzzt2h
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LODGE, George T. (U3. S. Naval Aviation Safety Center)

Pilot stature in relation to :ocKpit size: a hidden factor in Navy jet aircraft

accidents. (Abstract of paper presented at 71st Annual Convention of the

American Psychological Association, Philadelphia, Pa., 4 September 1963.)

A recent anthropometric survey of U. S. Navy pilots showed their average

height to be significantly taller than that of the non-Navy population who provided

the measurement standards around which most contemporary aircraft cockpit

dimensions are based. Taller individuals among Navy pilots, therefore,

probably would have more difficulty than shorter ones in operating the aircraft,

and one would expect this handicap to be reflected in their respective

susceptibility to mishaps. Analysis of 680 jet accidents disclosed that pilots

exceeding 72" were disproportionately represented ( Pac. 01 ) in "pilot-factor"

accidents. Implications for pilot selection and assignment are discussed.
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less serious than 'accidents

Analysis of the data

Figure 1 shows the height distributions for both the jet- and prop-acttldent groups.
The curve for the latter lies, more or less, between that of the former vid of the
ACEL norm group. However, the prop-accident pilots coincide more cloiely with
the norm group throughout most of the right-hand side of the curve, than ac he jet-
accident pilots.

Tables 1 and 2 provide the information necessary for appraising the significance
of the differences shown. The results imply most strongly that future experience will
confirm the finding that jet-accident pilots tend to be taller as a group than other pilots.
The prop-accident group is shorter than the jet-accidon• grgp and taller than the norm
group as predicted, although the differences here are non-substantial.

If we divide the range of stature Lnto three parts corresponding to "short," "9medium"
and "tall' individuals, further analysis becomes simplified. Choice of cutting points is
necessarily an arbitrary matter, but, when within reasonable limits, does not appre-
ciably influence the v.erall results. Therefore, intervals have been selected as shown
in Table 3, so as approximately to place the middle half of all the accident pilots within
the span between 69.0 and 72.0 inches.

A chi square test based on the material in Table 3 compels rejection of the null hypo-
thesis that "jet-accident pilots do not differ from the norm w! th respect to stature" (P<. 01).
A corresponding test of the prop-accident group in relation to the norm does not yield
appreciable differences. The proportion of jet-accident pilots exceeding 72 Inches, and
the proportion under 69 inches, differ respectively from their norm group counterparts
in the predicted directions with statistical significance as indicated by asterisks While
the ratios set forth in Table 3 are, by their nature, less stable than the other values
shown, the results point unmistakably to a conclusion that a tall jet pilot has highly un-
favorable gambling odds by comparison with those of abort or medium stature.

The material thus far presented has been obtained by combining data reliting to all
types of jet or proipeller-driven aircraft. To what extent do these generaliintlons hold
if applied to pilots of particular models? While some differences, obviously, are to be
expected between models, Figure 2 indicates that a good deal of similarity and consts-
tency prevails in the patterning, even though the numbers involved In each individual
instance are relatively small. Figure 2 shows the models most heavily represented,
from the standpoint of gross numbers, in the present group. (Twenty six other models,
not shown here, had one or more mishaps entering into the Gveral calculations, but
there were too few of each to Justify inclusion here.) For each model named in Figure
2 is also shown the proportion, in ench of the three stature categories, of pilots causing
or contributing to the mishaps under study. The dotted horizontal lines indicate ahe pro-
po-rkVon taller than 72.0 inches or sborýer than 69.0 Inches, to be expected on the lbsis
of tho ACEL stirvey. It will be observed that seven of the eight jet models reprooented
in the figure cuppart the hypothesis tKt tall pillte are more prone than short ones to
pilat induced accidents: the F-3 (F3HM constituting thc single exception. It is Wobe
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Inferd, therefore, that the dimensions of the latter's cockpit are more compatible
with lhoe of the Navy pilot population than Is the case with the other jet models listed.
The coroUary hypothesis, that short pilots enjoy an advantage In the operation of these
aircraft Is supported in the records of all seven of the single-seat Jets. In the case of •
the FP4 (F4D) this advantage Is espeolzly impressive. In contrast, however, It must
be noted that short pilots appear at a relative disadvantage in the A-1 (, D).

Disusesion

It is not a contention of this report that a pilot's stature in itself produces accidents.
The real point at Issue Is the fact that the cockpit dimensions of existing Navy aircraft
simply do not match the bodily dimensions of a large proportion of the Navy pilot popu-
lation. If the ACEL height distribution is representative of the Navy's jet pilots, the
conclusion Is unavoidable that tail pilots have an accident rate significantly worse than
that to be expected if height were not a contributory factor. Correspondingly, short
pilots have a signlfloantly more favorable rate. If the ACEL data are not representative
of the Jet pilots, there can only be two other possibilities.

(a) The ACEL results anderstate the proportion of tall pilots. In this case our figures
do them an injustice. On the other hand, this would mean that existing cockpits, based
on WADC sindards, are even more inappropriate for the majority of Navy pilots than
his been indicated in Figure 1.

(b) The ACEL results overstate the proportion of tall pilots. If this should be the case,
then the present findings are underestimations, and the situation Is even more serious than
the present figures show.

Appreciable savings ito terms of combat readiness, lives and equipment hinge upon
recognition of the importance of anth eopnmetrtc components in weapons systems. For
Instance, during the 40 months covered by this report, jet pilots exceeding 72 inches
accumulated 37 accidents (or 5-1/2 percent) more than normal expectancy. On the
annual basis, these figures would represent more than 11 accidents having a total cost
over $7 million and involving two or more fatalities.

Since accident rates nre, in effect, an index of the operating efficiency of a man-
machine system, it appears probable that tall pilots are handicapped in a number of
less spectacular ways by the cockpits of many contemporary aircraft. It should be of
interest, for example, to examine the influence of stature upon performance in various
activities demanding precise senoort-motor coordinations: acrobatics, gunnery, bombing,
inflight, refueling, etc., for various typeo of cockpits. Further, it would not be sur-
prising to discover that such problems ao fatigue and vertigo are aggravated by the
po1uv.-al stresses imposed by workepaces that arc too cramped.

T-h foregoing observations sharply pDint up sevaral practical steps tmt must bo
take to ro&'eo the number of accikdent assfciztet with dimeni9nal incompatlbility
between m" ad cockpit:
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(1) Cockpits must be constructed to accommodate the hm-'nsions of the individuus
who are to occupy them. Many of the acc ;dents here c'asaei fs "pilot-factor" might,
just as accurately, have be-*tt attributed to "design factor."

(2) Initial selectiom of pilots must take account of the relationship bet - stature
and the efficient operation of existing aircraft and those contemplated for future.

(3) A pilot's physical measurements must be considered in determining his duty
assignment. Some aircraft, more than others, penalize height deviations - whether
too tall or too short. -See Figre 2.)

The question may wel be r. ed as to why, if the facts are reaUlly as patent as here
set forth, that the prob'em W-ss nor1 ecogntzed long ago and steps taken for its correction.
The answer doubtles-3 :iP in the !:.t '#hn! It is extremely difficult to distinguish the
significance of variabes of •,is nature in studying any individual accident. One cannot
see the woods because of 'he trees. Only after a synoptic view has beon achieved, as
from the Naval Aviation Safetý Center's records, are such factors redily idmentfied -
obvious though they may appear iW retrospect.

Summary and Conclusion

An earlier study (ACEI . ba shown that Navy pilots Rre taller throughcmt the per-
centile range than the WAWX'#4 "Flying personnel" whose anthroetrc measremnents
constituted the standards upon which con'emtxýciry alrcraft cockpit dimensions have
been based. The Navy s A!. lots, thereforc, would be expected to find more diffl-
culty than the shorter oait. tin making appropriate responses vwile operaftng tha air-
craft. It seemed likely that thit sltuation wonld be reflected In the 'pilot factor, acci-
dent frequencies. Two hypotheses were formulated (a) Tall pilots will show a
greater tendency to pilot-induced accidents than short ones, and (b) ths will Mbe more
pronounced with jet than with propeller-driven aircraft. Records of 680 Jet and 424
propeller aircraft accidents, all involvtnj; a pilot factor, were reviawed Hypothesis
(a) was amply confirmed (P-. 01) in the case of jet pilots, of whom those exceeding 72

inches accounted for sipilizii.aty more than their expected share of accidents. Prop-
accident pilots showed a tendency in the predicted direction but with results falling
short of statistical significance. Thus hypothesis (b) is also supported, although lees
conclusively. Some implications of these findings are mentioned with reference to
cockpit design, operational efficiency, the selection and assignment of pilots, and the
problem of accident reduction.
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TABLE 1

Means, standard deviations and stands ud e±-rors of the means (in inches) of the height

distributions of WADC and ACEL norm groups and of two groups of Navy accident pilots.

N S.D.

"Air ForceNrm Group (WADC) 4062 69.11 2.44 .04

Navy Norm Group (ACEL) 1190 70.29 2.28 .07

Prop. Acdt. Group 424 70.39 2. a9 .11

Jet Acdt Group 680 70.59 2.23 .09

TABLE 2

Differ mces between mean statures, standard errors of the differa•ms, critical ratio.,

and probabilities of true differences between the ACEL Navy norm group and the ito

groupe of aocidet pilots.
sigma

Diff. Diff. C.R. P

Navy Norm Group - Jet Acdt Group .30 .11 2.67 <. 01

Navy Norm Group - Prop Acdk Group .10 .13 0.76 Not sipifi-
cant

Jet Aod. Group - Prop Acdt. Group 20 .17 1.20 Not seifi-
cant
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